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Cookie, both by Christopher Hobbs. In the first of these, the title
only refers to the origin of the then manipulated material
(insidiously including plenty of octaves) which, in common with much
of this anthology, evolves at a pace so leisurely that I would become
very impatient.
I would react thus particularly to three of the four pieces by
Hugh Shrapnel. A complete performance of his Cantation II would last
four hours, with a conventional musical interest that is minimal. Here
we a'r e still in the era of contemplation of
for its own sake, events
rep'e afed over and over again until any connection
previous and
different events is lost. But, correspondingly, as in Steve Reich 1 s
Drumming or Stockhausen's Stimmung, the sound itself must be all the
richer in internal interest. Such could not be said of Cantation II
or of. -the · same composer's Tidal "lfTave, where " the sound overw:helms · the
whole 'area of performance" for about 140 minutes.
feel _that a piece
of music presented as a composition must .demonstrate considerable
'sweat-per-unit-duration' .by the person who puts his name to it. These
long time-spans are filled with sound which is the result of little
personal sacrifice on the part of the composer - compared to that of
the audience.
The much shorter pieces-of Richard Reason and Terry Jennings seem
to have the same low 'sweat factor'. They have the air of written-out
improvisations - first, rather than second, thoughts. My contention
is that music of this sort is far better left unwritten - not uncreated
I hasten to add - and that it should exist in the existential conditions of
an improvisation, in moments that are convincing at first hearing and which
one should ' not attempt -to recapture. To plagiarise Cage: "the
recording of such a work has no more value than a postcard".
· The most attractive piece is one of two by Gavin Bryars. It is
called The Ride Cymbal and the Band that caused the fire in the
Sycamore Trees . ... The material, consisting entirely of jazz
is
divided into eleven 'areas' or tonal centres, delineated by pedal notes
from two ceilos. As with any piece where the performer is in complete
control of
form and duration, the composer runs the serious risk
oFa>tedious performance; but here there is the possibility of a wellbalanced slice of bitter sentimentality.
There is a Satie-like quality to the shorter pieces by Foward
SkeroPtbn, Edward Fulton and Michael Chant. Under the right conditions,
the' simplicity of these pieces could be refreshing. . In a concert •· · ·
envirdnnient they could be deadly. Cage and others have successfully
exposed the artificiality of the concert situation - the careful split into
doers and recipients. This music is not suited to that atmosphere.
It's maximum benefit is to those 1;.7ho choose to perform it alone, in a
desertedpiano warehouse at dead of
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